Goldingham's measurement of the velocity of sound undertaken in the early nineteenth century was the first large-scale measuring enterprise which considered various meteorological factors such as temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, the direction of the wind, etc. Goldingham's successful performance of measuring the velocity of sound by employing the sounds of cannons as sound source in Madras (now Chennai), a colonial region of India, for one and a half years was supported by material, institutional and social resources. As the official astronomer at the Madras Observatory, he was benefitted by the undemanding employment of accurate measuring instruments under the support of the Madras Army enabled him to gain reliable data and his reputation as professional experimentalist facilitated the acknowledgment of their trustworthiness.
I. Introduction
In the early nineteenth century, the velocity of sound was a major physical quantity which was expected to measure by accurate instruments. In the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth centuries, new observational instruments were developed, and measuring activities were accorded very essential in physics. Measuring various quantities as precisely as possible was regarded as deepening the understanding of nature, and thus developing more accurate measuring devices was an advancement in experimentation.
As one of the activities of measuring culture, trigonometrical surveys were extensively performed for cartographic and geodetic purposes. 
II. An Early History of the Velocity of Sound
The idea that the speed of sound is definite began to occur to researchers from the ancient times.
Aristotle claimed that the high note moved faster than low one. A criticism to this assertion came from his student Theophrastus. He conjectured rightly that when a sound of music from a distance arrives, one hears the same tune because the velocity of the sound is the same, whether its note is high or low [1] .
Earnest efforts to determine the velocity of sound started in the seventeenth century. In 1635, Pierre
Gassendi measured the velocity of sound in air [2] .
Assuming the velocity of light is infinite, he mea- [3] . These measured values were obtained without the consideration of temperature, humidity, velocity of wind. In 1738, the Academy of Sciences of Paris performed very exact measurement of the velocity of sound. The measurement converted to zero degree Celsius was 332 m/s, which was not different from those reliable data which were obtained in the nineteenth century by several meters per second [4] .
In the early eighteenth century, various factors affecting the velocity of sound began to be considered. In By 1740, Gian-Lodovico Bianconi who was a professor of medicine at Bologna University noted that the speed of sound in air increases with temperature [5] . Theoretical presumption of the velocity of sound started with Isaac Newton. The 50th proposition in volume 2 of Principia says that the gravitational acceleration multiplied by the thickness of the atmosphere which was assumed homogeneous was the square of the velocity of sound in air. Its conversion tells that the velocity of sound in air is    (: atmospheric pressure, : atmospheric density). From this, he put out the first guess of the velocity of sound in the air [6] . Newton recognized that his derived value was greater than what Derham measured by one sixth, but he did not discuss it any longer. This recognition of the difference between the experimental and theoretical values prompted various investigations of the cause of discrepancy. Among them the most celebrated and currently accepted explanation was presented by Pierre-Simon Laplace. He suggested that the square root of the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume should be multiplied to Newton's derived value on the ground that the change of the state of the bulk of air during the passage of the sound wave is an adiabatic process, not an isothermal process, since the recurrence of the compression and rarefaction of air is so rapid that the conduction of heat may not occur [7] . Efforts to obtain this value by measuring the two kinds of specific heats were made by F. de la [8] .
III. Goldingham's Measurement of the Velocity of Sound
In the early nineteenth century, there were efforts to obtain more accurate measurement of the velocity in many books, journals, and encyclopedias [9] .
At that time, although Laplace's modified theory of the velocity of sound was presented, it was widely recognized that the theory was not enough explanation of the velocity. In addition, whether the dis- Survey of India, started by Colonel William Lambton [10] . Lambton's important data made Goldingham had been a hot issue in scientific circles [11] . And he also made some exact measurements of longitudes of some places by both methods in use at that time;
The longitude of Masulipatam Flagstaff by the eclipses is 81° 12′33″, and by the chronometer 81° 12′15″, which is so close an agreement, that the longitude of this important point of the coast may be regarded as correctly determined [12] .
His measuring practices in astronomy already to March, 1821 [13] . (Fig. 2) These constant practices were enabled by the support of the Madras Army. At the same time every day, the cannons were fired, which was hard-to-get but optimal regularity for precise observations. This arrangement was provided by the local government which supported the Madras Observatory of which Goldingham was in charge.
His status as the official astronomer was beneficial for all the experimental settings. weather, wind direction [14] . Goldingham [15] .
IV. Conclusion
In the early nineteenth century, it came to be well- 
